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Abstract: Finding the optimum solution for dispatching in concrete delivery is computationally intractable because it is a NP-hard
(non-deterministic polynomial-time hard) problem. Heuristic methods are required to obtain satisfactory solutions. Inefficiencies in
mathematical modeling still make concrete dispatching difficult to solve. In reality, complex dispatching systems are mostly handled
by human experts, who are able to manage the assigned tasks well. However, the high dependency on human expertise is a considerable
challenge for RMC (ready mixed concrete) companies. In this paper, a logical reconstruction of an expert’s decision making is
achieved by two machine learning techniques: decision tree and rule induction. This paper focuses on the expert dispatcher’s
prioritization of customer orders. The proposed method has been tested on a simulation model consisting of a batch plant and three
customers per day. The scenarios generated by the simulation model were given to a dispatch manager who was asked to prioritize the
customers in each day. The scenarios and the decisions were then input to the machine learning programs, which created
generalizations of the expert’s decisions. Both decision trees and rules approach 80% accuracy in reproducing the human performance.
Key words: Machine learning, logic reconstruction, experts’ behavior.

1. Introduction
Concrete is the single most widely used material in
the world [1]. Due to technical requirements, usually
concrete must be mixed in a batch plant and hauled to
the construction site. Typically, the capacity of a RMC
(ready mixed concrete) company is limited by the size
of its fleet, hence the importance of truck dispatching
for RMCs. Optimization is the first technique that
comes to mind to solve RMC dispatching problems.
There are many examples in the literature that have
been proposed to solve this problem [2-7], however,
the RMC dispatching problem is NP-hard, which
means that there is no method that can solve this
problem in polynomial time [2, 4, 6, 7]. Thus,
obtaining optimum decisions is computationally
intractable. In the literature, approximate, heuristic
methods have been widely used by researchers to
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achieve an acceptable result [2-4, 6-10]. In heuristic
methods, the mathematical model, which is built for
optimization is used. Even though the results achieved
by these techniques are acceptable, there are still many
problems in mathematical modelling that threaten the
reliability of the techniques. To investigate this issue
thoroughly, an RMC mathematical model that was
introduced by Ref. [2], and used by other scholars such
as Ref. [11], is described here.
RMC dispatching is represented by a network, as
Fig. 1. In this network, each customer and depot is
allocated a node. For each delivery, a connection is
needed between a depot and a customer. The amount of
concrete ordered by different customers is distinct.
The number of required deliveries is calculated for
each project, based on the ordered amounts. The size of
a triangle in Fig. 1 reflects the amount of purchased
concrete.
Although the mathematical modelling techniques
are powerful tools, there are many problems, especially
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Fig. 1 A disp
patching netwoork.

when they are
a used to model
m
an unceertain dispatchhing
system suchh as concrete delivery. In the next secttion,
we will covver two of thee most imporrtant problem
ms of
mathematic modelling. In
I the subseqquent section,, the
inefficienciees of mathematical modellling are discuussed
along with thhe reasoning behind why such systemss can
be handled by human exxperts. The main
m
aim of this
paper is too extract knnowledge from an expert’s
decisions byy machine learrning and buiild a platform
m that
will be able
a
to make
m
dispatcching decissions
automaticallly.

2. Insight into the Prroblem
In this seection, the innefficiencies of mathemaatical
models in cooping with real situations are
a discussedd.
2.1 Large Number
Nu
of Varriables
Mathemattical modelliing consists of an objecctive
function thaat reflects the desired goalls and constraaints
of the probblem. All connditions musst be casted into
constraints, even the trivvial issues. Thherefore, the first
problem in building the constraint model
m
is the large
l
number of variables thaat are neededd to expresss the
constraints. For examplee, in RMC dispatching with
w
nine depots and around 270
2 deliveriees with 70 truucks,

on variables..
the model requires more thhan 67 millio
gardless of thee technique thhat is selected
d to solve thiss
Reg
prob
blem, the num
mber of variaables is a challlenge.
2.2 Dealing withh Uncertain aand Dynamic Data
RMC
R
dispatcching systemss are very uncertain
u
andd
dyn
namic, since it
i is expectedd that problem
m conditionss
be changed
c
at anny time [2, 66, 10, 11]. An
ny change inn
dataa requires an adjustment inn the model. For
F example,,
a minor
m
change in
i the system,, such as a delay of a truckk,
neeeds a minor addjustment in m
model and a major
m
change,,
such
h as a truck breakdown, neeeds a major adjustment
a
inn
the model. So, RMC
R
data are dynamically changing, soo
han
ndling requirres constantt review an
nd dynamicc
adju
ustment durinng the operatiion. If the am
mount changee
is siignificant theen the adjusteed model musst be reruned..
Thiis take timess, despite thee fact that a dispatchingg
systtem needs onn-time decisioons.
Due
D to the disscussed issuees and in despite of muchh
reseearch in this field,
f
RMC ddispatching su
uffers from a
lack
k of practicaal solutions [[8, 12]. Conssequently, inn
pracctice, RMC dispatches
d
arre handled by
y experts andd
who
o are able to manage the tasks that aree assigned too
them
m efficiently. In this papeer, the authors attempt too
extrract the know
wledge from tthe decisions of an expertt
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dispatcher. Many types of decisions are made in a day,
however, the authors focus on customer prioritization.
2.3 Role of Experts in RMC Dispatching

representations were selected for their simplicity and
readability.
Decision tree is have been widely used in machine
learning and data mining [13]. As the authors use the

RMC dispatchers are expected to satisfy customer

Weka machine learning toolkit, the J48 algorithms was

orders, so they must find ways to deliver the

selected. This is a reimplementation of Quinlan’s C4.5

ordered concrete during the day with minimum delay

[14]. It uses a “divide-and-conquer” approach to build

and cancelations. In reality, there are many parameters

a tree structure that consists of internal nodes, branches

that affect the decisions that an expert takes (Fig. 2).

and leaf nodes. An internal node tests a particular

It should be emphasized that a dispatcher must

attribute and based on the possible values for the

simultaneously consider all of these parameters in

attribute, a branch is selected. A leaf node represents a

reaching a profitable decision. Moreover, prioritizing

class, so when an instance reaches a leaf node, the

customers is one of the most important decisions that

leaf’s class is assigned to the instance. Decision trees

the dispatchers make to achieve a profit. Since the

can handle noisy data by pruning parts of the tree that

performance of expert dispatchers is acceptable to

may be due to over fitting [14].

RMCs and the nature of their jobs does not change

The part algorithm [15] creates a set of rules, from

significantly, it should be possible to construct rules

partial decision trees with the aim of avoiding the two

that model their decision making.

pass method of C4.5 for creating an optimal set of rules

3. Methodology
Machine learning is used to extract the logic of an
expert’s decisions from traces of his behavior. In the
present experiments, decision-trees and rule-based

Fig. 2

[16].

4. Case Study
To test the proposed method, a simulation model
was built that consists of a batch plant and three

Summary of affective parameters in RMC (ready mixed concrete).
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customers. The simulation model randomly generated
the customer’s attributes for 200 days. The generated
values for each attribute are within realistic ranges. A
dispatch manager was asked to look at the available
data for all customers and make a decision about the
priority level of each customer. The training sets for
machine learning were constructed from traces of the
dispatcher’s decision making behaviour. A training
example includes following parameters:
(1) day of delivery (Saturday-Friday);
(2) the amount of ordered concrete for each project
(m3);
(3) travel time (min);
(4) spacing time (min);
(5) location of the projects (name of suburbs);
(6) the priority of customers.
Optimization techniques only accept numerical
values and in the objective function all the units must
be the same. For machine learning, the training sets
include a combination of nominal and numerical
variables. Also the selected machine learning
techniques are capable of accepting numerical
attributes with different units.
The number of projects per day in a simulation
model can be varied, however, a simple RMC case was
selected to help the researchers understand the
behaviour of the machine learning techniques and to
give them some insight into the structure of the
database. In each instance, the dispatcher was asked to
simultaneously consider the locations of projects, the
day of delivery in the week and the specifications of all
orders in order to make a decision about the priority of
projects.
To make the simulation realistic, an actual
metropolitan area consisting of seven suburbs was
selected. In this area, there is a batch plant that supplies
concrete for all seven suburbs. The data by the
simulation generated was sent to the dispatch manager
of that batch plant for him to prioritize the projects in
each day. 200 instances were prioritized by the
dispatcher in two stages with each stage involving 100
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instances.

5. Results and Discussion
In building the training sets, a class must be assigned
to each instance. The machine learning algorithms are
expected to find a relation between the attribute values
of an instance and the assigned classes. The expert
prioritized the customers by providing a string for each
set. For example, if the response of the expert for an
instance is “3-2-1” this means that Customer#3 has the
highest priority which is followed by Customer#2 and
then Customer#1. On the other hand, the number of
training sets is not enough for considering all possible
classes in a learning process. So for each customer a
separate learning process was taken into the account.
So, the assigned level of priority was defined as a class.
For example with reference to the above case the
decision class for Customer#1 is Third, Customer#2 is
Second and Customer#3 is First. Consequently, the
number of classes was dropped from 6 to 3. It provides
more training sets for each class and more accurate
results. However, the training process was taken
separately for each customer. The achieved results for
all customers are very close to others, so for avoiding
redundancy only the results for customer#1 are
discussed.
In the training process, the same dataset was used in
the two selected algorithms, and the 10 folds
cross-validation was selected for evaluating the picked
algorithms. It means that the dataset was divided into
10 folds with around 90% of each fold used for training
and the remaining 10% of data was used for testing.
Then in each fold the performance of algorithms was
calculated for 11 performance metrics, which is further
explained below. Table 1 shows the average of
achieved results from 10 folds for each feature. The
performance metrics used for comparing the
performance of algorithms are: ACC (accuracy), FSC
(F-score), APR (average precision), precision/recall
BEP (break-evenpoint), RMSE (root mean squared
error), CVMS (cross-validation mean sensitivity),
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MSP (mean specificity), AUC (area under the ROC),
SAR = (ACC + AUC + (1  RMSE)) / 3, model
building time and model testing time.
In terms of comparison, the most important feature is
ACC. It reflects the ability of each algorithm in
identifying the correct decisions made by a classifier.
According to the achieved results, in terms of accuracy
the performance of J48 with a trivial difference is better
than part. Instances with algorithms that are slightly
different due to randomness issues can not identify
which algorithm outperforms others just based on
accuracy [17-19]. Moreover, the best algorithm in one
feature is definitely not the best in other performance
metrics. In similar cases, the significance test is
recommended. The t-test is a common significance test
for machine learning techniques, which is used for

comparing machine learning algorithm in one domain
[13, 20]. The t-test investigates the meaningful
difference between a pair of algorithms. There are two
hypotheses in a t-test, H0 for equality and H1 for
inequality at an ߙ level of significance. The ߏ value
is calculated through a t-test and if it is lower than ߙ
then H1 will be accepted; otherwise the H0 is true
which reflects that there is no significant difference
between two algorithms. 10 fold cross-validations are
used to calculate the error rate for each fold, and then
the 10 calculated error values for each algorithm were
used in a paired t-test. The derived result of the paired
t-test shows that the P value (0.8088) is greater than
0.01, so can not be proven that there is a significant
difference between the two algorithms. It means that
from a machine learning perspective a 99% level of

Table 1 Results of selected algorithms.
J48
PART

ACC
78.921
79.395

FSC
0.785
0.785

APR
0.798
0.797

PRC
0.798
0.797

RMSE
0.356
0.351

CVMS
0.795
0.802

MSP AUC
0.104 0.848
0.112 0.876

SAR Building time (s) Testing time (s)
0.761 0.0015
0.0000
0.773 0.0109
0.0000
Second

Travel Time
Customer 2
Amount
Customer3

Third

First
Third

Amount
Customer1
Amount
Customer3

Second

Amount
Customer 2
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Decision tree produced by J48.
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Rule 1: IF Amount Customer 2 ≤ 97 and Amount Customer 3> 113
and Amount Customer1 ≤ 158 then Third
Rule 2: IF Amount Customer 3 > 195 and Spacing Customer 3 ≤ 47
and P1_Suburb = Alexandria then Third
Rule 3: IF Amount Customer 3 > 192 and Spacing Customer 3 ≤ 47
and P1_Suburb = Kingsford then Third
Rule 4: IF Amount Customer1 ≤ 76 and Amount Customer 2 > 72
and Amount Customer3 ≤ 90 then Second
Rule 5: IF Amount Customer 2 ≤ 136 and Amount Customer 1 > 57
and Spacing Customer 1 ≤ 52 and Amount Customer 3 ≤ 88 then First
Rule 6: IF Amount Customer 1 > 176 and P2_Suburb = Mascot
and Amount Customer 3 >30 then First
Rule 7: IF Amount Customer 2 > 136 and Amount Customer 3 ≤ 195
and Amount Customer 1 ≤ 195 and P1_Suburb = Enmore then Second
Rule 8: IF Amount Customer2 > 163 and Amount Customer1 ≤ 195
and Amount Customer 3 ≤ 192 then Second
Rule 9: IF Amount Customer 1 > 176 and P2_Suburb = Kingsford then First
Rule 10: IF Amount Customer 3> 195 and Amount Customer 2 ≤ 208 then Third
Rule 11: IF Amount Customer 1 ≤ 107 and Amount Customer 2 ≤ 134 then Third
Rule 12: IF Amount Customer2 ≤ 105 then First
Rule 13: IF Spacing Customer1 ≤ 38 and Amount Customer1 > 62 then First
Fig. 4 Derived rules by PART.

confidence implies that the performances of both of the
selected algorithms are the same. Consequently, the
authors accept the performance of both algorithms and
the built structures by J48 and PART which are
respectively illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.
At first glance at the results, one can realize that the
most important parameter that the expert dispatcher
considered is the amount of ordered concrete as shown
in Figs. 3 and 4 as under the parameter name “ Amount
Customer i”. The results point out that the higher
priorities were mostly given to larger orders. The next
interesting point that is observed from the results is that
the priority of a customer is assessed not just according
to its own features but also by considering the features
of other customers. This point supports the real
situations/real nature of the experts’ job and reflects
how the selected algorithm solved the problem.

Moreover, timing attributes and especially the travel
time between the batch plant and the customer were
expected to be affective parameters in the decision
making process. However, the results show that these
parameters are not very important for dispatchers and
that the information about the location of customers
plays a key role in the decisions of an expert. In other
words, the dispatcher mostly took into account the
location of customers with hardly any consideration to
the timing parameters. The expert dispatcher
practically realized the distances between the
customers and the batch plant and the other related
information such as travel time in making decisions.
Moreover, the other important feature that is embedded
in location is the traffic pattern. Some suburbs are
located in crowded areas where traffic is very dense in
rush hours. Therefore, information about the location
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of a customer provides a lot of information to an expert.
In the conducted case study, sometimes the dispatcher
preferred to postpone a large order by giving a lower
level of priority in order to supply the concrete faster
and more efficiently. In summary, the structures of the
built decision tree and rules are totally different,
however, both algorithms depict a very similar logic in
the human’s decisions.

[3]

[4]

[5]

6. Conclusions
In this paper, the extraction of the logic from an

[6]

expert’s decision was conducted in order to build a
system that will be able to automatically handle the
concrete dispatching. To test the proposed method, a

[7]

simulation model with a batch plant and three projects
in each day was built. The simulated scenarios were
given to an expert dispatcher who was asked to
prioritize the customers. Then based on the simulation

[8]

data and the expert’s decisions a training process was
conducted on two machine learning algorithms;
decision tree (J48) and rules-based (PART). In terms of

[9]

accuracy both algorithms obtained similar results.
Lastly, though the structures of the decision tree and
rules based are totally different, the derived logic from

[10]

both algorithms was very similar. It shows the ways
that experts deal with a complex system such as
concrete delivery problem can be discovered by
machine learning techniques. In the future of research,

[11]

the logic extract from large scale RMC dispatching will
be conducted by generalizing problem in machine
learning techniques.

[12]
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